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Deep neural networks have been shown to outperform prior state-of-the-art solutions that often relied
heavily on hand-engineered feature extraction techniques coupled with simple classification algorithms.
In particular, deep convolutional neural networks have been shown to dominate on several popular public
benchmarks such as the ImageNet database. Unfortunately, the benefits of deep networks have yet to be
fully exploited in embedded, resource-bound settings that have strict power and area budgets. Graphical
processing unit (GPU) have been shown to improve throughput and energy-efficiency over central processing
unit (CPU) due to their highly parallel architecture yet still impose a significant power burden. In a similar
fashion, field programmable gate array (FPGA) can be used to improve performance while further allowing
more fine-grained control over implementation to improve efficiency. In order to reduce power and area while
still achieving required throughput, classification-efficient network architectures are required in addition
to optimal deployment on efficient hardware. In this work, we target both of these enterprises. For the first
objective, we analyze simple, biologically inspired reduction strategies that are applied both before and after
training. The central theme of the techniques is the introduction of sparsification to help dissolve away the
dense connectivity that is often found at different levels in convolutional neural networks. The sparsification
techniques include feature compression partition, structured filter pruning, and dynamic feature pruning.
Additionally, we explore filter factorization and filter quantization approximation techniques to further reduce
the complexity of convolutional layers. In the second contribution, we propose SPARCNet, a hardware
accelerator for efficient deployment of SPARse Convolutional NETworks. The accelerator looks to enable
deploying networks in such resource-bound settings by both exploiting efficient forms of parallelism inherent
in convolutional layers and by exploiting the sparsification and approximation techniques proposed. To
demonstrate both contributions, modern deep convolutional network architectures containing millions of
parameters are explored within the context of the computer vision dataset CIFAR. Utilizing the reduction
techniques, we demonstrate the ability to reduce computation and memory by 60% and 93% with less
than 0.03% impact on accuracy when compared to the best baseline network with 93.47% accuracy. The
SPARCNet accelerator with different numbers of processing engines is implemented on a low-power Artix7 FPGA platform. Additionally, the same networks are optimally implemented on a number of embedded
commercial-off-the-shelf platforms including NVIDIAs CPU+GPU SoCs TK1 and TX1 and Intel Edison.
Compared to NVIDIAs TK1 and TX1, the FPGA-based accelerator obtains 11.8× and 7.5× improvement in
energy efficiency while maintaining a classification throughput of 72 images/s. When further compared to a
number of recent FPGA-based accelerators, SPARCNet is able to achieve up to 15× improvement in energy
efficiency while consuming less than 2W of total board power at 100MHz. In addition to improving efficiency,
the accelerator has built-in support for sparsification techniques and ability to perform in-place rectified
linear unit (ReLU) activation function, max-pooling, and batch normalization.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Deep neural networks (DNN) have regained considerable attention in recent years with
the ability to outperform previous state-of-the-art solutions while requiring minimal
preprocessing and domain knowledge [Lu et al. 2015; Vepakomma et al. 2015; Park
et al. 2016b; Ortega-Zamorano et al. 2014; Sohn et al. 2014; Ngiam et al. 2011; Balaji
et al. 2012]. One field that has seen the most improvement is arguably that of computer
vision. In particular, convolutional neural networks have been shown to dominate on
several popular public benchmarks such as CIFAR, SVHN, and ImageNet. While there
has been much improvement and optimization in training deep networks using powerful GPUs, the ability to deploy them in resource-constrained settings is still an ongoing
challenge [NVIDIA 2015; Page et al. 2016]. For embedded, big-data applications, strict
power and area budgets often necessitate the need for local processing to perform feature extraction in conjunction with statistical/machine-learning based classification
[Page et al. 2015b]. Offloading and transmitting raw data to another device or cloud
is often not possible due to a number of factors, including transmission power, volume
of data, latency, reliability, and privacy [Jafari and Mohsenin 2015]. For example, in
autonomous applications, such as self-driving cars and drones, the on-board system
must be able to constantly scan and interpret its surrounding in order to determine
its next state. These situations require real-time processing in which offloading to the
cloud may incur significant delay, not to mention connection reliability and security
concerns. There are other situations such as biomedical and biometric applications
where privacy is of utmost importance and the ability to process locally is essential.
The focus of this work looks to reduce network complexity and to efficiently deploy
deep networks in an embedded setting with strict power and area budget. To this end,
we propose two main contributions. The first contribution looks to reduce the inherent complexity of a network by exploring a number of pre-training, architectural-level
optimizations in addition to post-training sparsification techniques. The second contribution looks to develop SPARCNet, a highly efficient, highly parallel accelerator for
the deployment of trained network architectures. In order to demonstrate both phases,
a common convolutional neural network topology is explored within the context of the
computer vision dataset CIFAR. The reason for selecting computer vision tasks is due
to the remarkable success of very deep network structures and the utilization of a number of popular network layers, including convolutional, pooling, batch normalization,
and fully connected layers.
The main contributions of the research include the following:
• Three sparsification-based reduction techniques, including feature compression partition, structured filter pruning, and dynamic feature pruning. In addition, filter
factorization and filter quantization are explored.
• SPARCNet, an FPGA-based convolutional neural network accelerator targeted
specifically for deployment in embedded applications.
• Hardware support for sparsification to improve classification throughput and energy
efficiency.
• Evaluation of sparsification techniques and SPARCNet accelerator on three deep
convolutional neural networks.
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Table I. Comparison of Popular Convolutional Network Topologies over the Years Highlighting
Network Size, Number of Parameters, and Top-5 Error Performance on the 2012 ILSVRC Dataset
(Post-competition). CV and FC Stand for Convolutional and Fully Connected Layers, Respectively

• Comparison of proposed accelerator to existing accelerators including commercial
platforms such as NVIDIAs embedded Jetson TK1/TX1.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we begin with
a brief background discussing the current evolution of deep-learning and complexity
insights gained from popular state-of-the-art network architectures. In Section 4, some
of the core principles of neural networks such as the different layers’ formulation and
network construction are provided to better identify the inherent complexity in terms
of memory and computation. The two key contributions of the article are provided in
Sections 5 and 7. Section 5 first goes over the proposed architectural optimizations and
sparsification techniques. These reduction techniques are then evaluated empirically
on common convolutional network topologies in Section 6. In Section 7, the design of
the proposed convolutional neural network accelerator, SPARCNet, is discussed. The
implementation and evaluation of the SPARCNet accelerator is provided in Section 8.
Finally, Sections 9 and 10 compare the proposed FPGA-based accelerator to the implementation on commercial off-the-shelf hardware (COTS) solutions and a number of
existing accelerators, respectively.
2. BACKGROUND

While the concept of artificial neural networks has been around for decades, the realm
of deep learning is still very much in its infancy and is rapidly evolving. Deep learning
has seen tremendous success in applications such as natural language processing and
computer vision. A number of public computer vision competitions, such as the Large
Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC), held each year, have helped fuel this
rapid development. In the 2012 ILSVRC competition, the winning group utilized a
network topology that is commonly known as AlexNet. Since then, a number of groups
have looked to find even better-performing networks by building both deeper and wider
networks. In 2014 ILSVRC, both VGGNet and GoogLeNet significantly improved on
AlexNet with the ability to find deeper, higher-quality features. The VGGNet employs
a very symmetric and sequential network structure, making it easier to scale structurally, and as a result there are a number of variants. GoogLeNet employs a much
more complex network topology with a directed acyclic graph (DAG) structure consisting of a number of hand-crafted subgraphs. Despite GoogLeNet having a much more
sophisticated network structure than, say, VGGNet, it actually consists of fewer parameters and hence lower memory and computational demand than an equivalently
performing VGGNet. Since 2014, GoogLeNet has similarly evolved into its successor,
Inception. Table I highlights the evolution of these pre-architected networks over the
years with there corresponding performance on the 2012 ILSVRC challenge. One key
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take-away that has come to light recently is that improving on the state of the art does
not necessarily require having more computationally/memory expensive networks but
rather architectural innovation as highlighted in Szegedy et al. [2015a]. For instance,
both GoogLeNet and Inception are able to perform exceedingly well while requiring a
significantly fewer number of parameters and operations than a similarly performing
VGGNet. One major contributor to AlexNet and VGGNet large number of parameters is the addition of multiple wide fully connected layers. Inception replaces these
fully connected layers with additional convolutional layers instead. Another key improvement made by Inception is replacing convolutional layers with large filters with
multiple convolutional layers with smaller filters. For example, a convolutional layer
with 5×5 filters can be replaced with two layers containing 3×3 filters. This will reduce
the number of parameters of the original layer to approximately 2∗3∗3
= 0.72. Going
5∗5
from GoogLeNet to Inception, Szegedy et al. [2015b] showed that such reductions had
empirically insignificant impact on accuracy yet dramatically improved training time.
Furthermore, as we look to deploy such networks in embedded setting, restricting and
dramatically reducing the complexity of the network is necessary, even at the expense
of slightly impacting the accuracy.
3. RELATED PRIOR WORK

In recent years, some works on CNN hardware acceleration have been done by others
that are discussed in this section. Park et al. [2016a] presents a low-power natural user
interface and experience (UI/UX) processor with an embedded deep-learning core to
provide wearable augmented reality for wearable head-mounted display users. In their
work, gesture and speech recognition are proposed as natural UI/UX. The processor
is fabricated using 65nm 8-metal CMOS technology. In Chen et al. [2016a], data
movement is optimized by buffering input image data, filter weights, and partial sums
in a shared static random-access memory (SRAM) buffer, which facilitates temporal
reuse of loaded data. The streaming and reuse allows the system to achieve high
computational efficiency. Data statistics is exploited to minimize energy through zeros
skipping/gating to skip unnecessary computations. The CNN test chip is implemented
on ASIC using 65nm CMOS technology. In Sim et al. [2016], an energy-efficient CNN
processor is proposed with an optimized CNN neuron processing engine, a dual-range
multiply-accumulate block for low-power convolution operations, and an on-chip
memory architecture and a scheme to reduce off-chip memory accesses. The chip is
fabricated in 65nm 1P8M CMOS technology. In Zhang et al. [2015a], an analytical
design scheme using a roofline model is proposed for convolutional neural networks.
In their work, CNN’s computation and memory access is optimized. Then, all possible
designs in the roofline model are compared and the best design for each layer is
determined. The CNN accelerator is implemented on a Xilinx Virtex-7 (VX485T)
FPGA using Vivado High-Level Synthesis (HLS). Peemen et al. [2013] show that the
memory issue as a system bottleneck can be reduced by a flexible memory hierarchy.
The efficiency of the on-chip memories is maximized by proposing a scheduler that
uses tiling to optimize for data locality. However, this approach does not consider maximizing computation performance. A CNN vision application for speed sign recognition
is implemented in this work on a Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA. There have also been efforts on
accelerating fully connected layers [Rouhani et al. 2016; Han et al. 2016]. For example,
Han et al. [2016] developed an energy-efficient inference engine (EIE) that accelerates
sparse matrix-vector multiplication found within fully connected layers after applying
their pruning and compression techniques. Empirically, they found that, by exploiting
all forms of sparsity and compression, energy can be reduced by 21× (an additional
120× by removing dynamic random-access memory (DRAM)). Furthermore, when
comparing their ASIC design using post-synthesis Synopsis results in TSMC 45nm
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technology to a six-core i7 CPU and mobile Jetson TK1 GPU, they were able to achieve
24,000× and 2,700× improved energy efficiency, respectively.
The authors also looked to deploy deep neural networks in embedded settings using
either low-power FPGAs or mobile CPU+GPU systems on chip (SoCs). In particular,
in Page et al. [2015a], deep neural networks consisting of fully connected layers were
used to perform end-to-end learning in an embedded electrocardiography (ECG)-based
biometric authentication system. In order to deploy the system, a Xilinx Vivado HLS
tool was utilized to efficiently translate the specific network by generating custom IP
cores for each layer. The layers’ IP cores contained only small amounts of parallelism
due to the relatively long classification time allotted. To produce the complete network
architecture, the IP cores were chained together in a pipelined arrangement. The
resulting system was capable of obtaining 99.85% sensitivity and 99.96% specificity
and, when implemented on an Artix-7 FPGA, the entire design occupied 5% of slice
resources and 1MB of on-chip memory and dissipates 165mW of total chip power.
In Page et al. [2016], we explored using deep convolutional neural networks to perform personalized seizure detection. Two major contributions of the article were the
ability to improve performance of personalized models by performing end-to-end learning using deep neural networks and to utilize transfer learning to learn generalized
features of both normal and epileptiform patterns from a pool of subjects. In order
to deploy this larger network, NVIDIAs Jetson TK1 platform was evaluated in which
we exploited the embedded K1 GPU to improve throughput and energy efficiency. By
exploiting the GPU, the system is capable of classifying 15s segments in 308μs and
lasts over 80h (17% improvement over using only CPU).
Finally, in Page and Mohsenin [2016], we demonstrated the ability to reduce the
complexity of neural networks and further proposed an FPGA-based framework that
enabled efficiently translating a pre-defined network topology onto FPGA fabric at
compile time. This framework was an extension of Page et al. [2015a] with the added
support of 1D/2D convolutional layers and the ability to automatically connect the
generated IP cores into a pipelined RTL design. For reducing complexity, the article
explored using a combination of filter quantization for convolutional layers and singular value decomposition of fully connected layers. The framework was also enhanced to
support supplying specific fixed-point representation of weights for each layer. When
evaluated on three datasets (MNIST, CIFAR, and SVHN) using smaller VGGNet-like
networks and deployed on an Artix-7 FPGA using the proposed framework, the system was able to achieve a classification throughput of 16img/s and consume less than
700mW chip power when running at 200MHz. In addition, the two reduction techniques were able to, on average, reduce power and area utilization by 37% and 44%,
respectively, while only incurring a less-than 0.20% decrease in classification accuracy.
4. HIGHLIGHTING NEURAL NETWORK COMPLEXITY
4.1. Neural Network Overview

Fundamentally, a neural network can be represented as a function g that maps input
data x to output data y, usually a 1D vector. In addition, the function g is typically
the composite of a number of sub-functions f , commonly referred to as layers, such
that g = fL ◦ fL−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f1 = fL ( fL−1 ( fi ( f1 (x )))), where L represents the number of
such layers. Therefore, the output of a layer forms the input of the subsequent layer(s).
Often it is the case that a non-linear activation function is applied to the output of these
computational layers. For clarity, it is easiest to represent these activation functions as
their own independent layer. Forward-propagation can be viewed as propagating input
data through this chain of layers where each layer performs some form of operation or
transformation. The output of the neural network can then be used for classification
or regression-based tasks. Each computational layer can also have an associated set of
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Fig. 1. Examples of neural networks in graph-based form. Left: Simple topology consisting of single chain
of layers. Right: Ability of network to have a complex topology as long as it can be modeled as a directed
acyclic graph.

parameters that are usually learned during initial training phase via back-propagation.
In the majority of cases, training can be done offline requiring only inference to be done
in real-time deployment settings. For more details on neural network training algorithms and back-propagation, we refer the reader to [Page et al. 2015a]. Figure 1
demonstrates two example network topologies with input X, output Y , and layers fi
with corresponding parameter set pi . The left network demonstrates a very simple
structure in which layers are chained sequentially together with all outputs of a layer
fed to the subsequent layer. The right network example depicts a more complex structure that satisfies a directed acyclic graph configuration, that is, no cycles exist within
the network.
4.2. Network Layers

Naturally, there exists a large variety of layer base types, including fully connected,
1D/2D convolutional, pooling, batch normalization, and other specialized forms. There
are also activation functions, which are often non-linear, such as sigmoid, tanh, and
ReLU , that can be treated as separate layers. Of all of the computational layers, fully
connected and convolutional layers are often the most highly utilized in networks that
also contain the majority of the complexity in the form of computation and memory.
4.2.1. Fully Connected Layer. A fully connected layer is one of the most prolific and
widely known layer types. In these layers, there exists a unique edge between the inputs
(or prior layer’s outputs) and each of the neurons, which can be represented as vertices.
The edges correspond to multiplication between an input and weight while the vertices
represent summation across the incoming edges. Each neuron is therefore performing
a dot-product of its inputs with a unique weight vector. The primary issue with fully
connected layers is that, for high-dimensional data, the dense connectivity and large
parameter set make it difficult to learn a meaningful transformation. In addition,
the layer imposes a significant amount of memory and computation complexity. For
example, let us assume a 1D input XM of length M, a fully connected layer with N
neurons and weight tensor WN,M , and a 1D output Y N with length N. The amount of
memory required by the layer corresponds to the total number of weights, NM. The
computation for a single neuron output, Y j , is given in Equation (1). The total amount
of computation for the layer is therefore 2MN,

Yj =

M




XmW j,m for j = 1..N.

(1)

m=1

4.2.2. Convolutional Layer. This leads to the widely successful convolutional layer that
can be seen as a special form of a fully connected layer with two added constraints.
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Fig. 2. A side-by-side comparison between a fully connected and 1D convolutional layer for input X and
output Y . The edges designate multiplication between input and corresponding weight. For convolutional,
edge color designates tied weights. In fully connected there exists a dense connectivity between inputs and
neurons.

The first is that neurons are connected to only a limited subset of inputs that are
in a local neighborhood. For 1D convolutional layers, this corresponds to temporally
close inputs, and for 2D convolutional layers this corresponds to spatially close inputs.
The second constraint is that extensive weight sharing is enforced between neurons.
These two constraints mathematically correspond to performing a series of convolution
operations between the input and set of filters, hence the name. A convolutional layer
typically consists of multiple filter banks that we refer to as feature maps. Each feature
map is fed all of the input feature channels that contain temporal/spatial data and
produces a corresponding output feature channel. This is achieved by convolving each
input channel with a unique filter and summing across the convolved outputs to produce
the output feature channel if we assume an input XM,Cin of length M and with Cin input
channels, a 1D convolutional layer with stride S, Cout feature maps, filter length
F, and


weight tensor WCout ,Cin,F , and an output signal Y N,Cout with length N = 1 + (M − F)/S
and Cout output channels. The amount of memory required by the layer corresponds
to the number of weights for all of the filters, Cout Cin F. The computation required for
a single output of a feature map, Yi, j is given in Equation (2). The total amount of
computation is thus 2FCinCout N,
⎞
⎛
Cin
F




⎝
X f +iS,c W j,c, f ⎠ for i = 0..N − 1, j = 1..Cout .
Yi, j =
(2)
c=1

f =1

Figure 2 shows a side-by-side comparison of a fully connected layer and a corresponding 1D convolutional layer. The figure highlights the sparse connectivity obtained
using a convolutional layer and the use of weight sharing. In the example, the fully connected layer requires performing approximately 2 ∗ 5 ∗ 7 = 70 operations and storing
7 ∗ 5 = 35 weights, whereas the convolutional layer requires performing approximately
2 ∗ 5 ∗ 3 = 30 operations and storing 3 weights. Convolutional layers can be seen as
a form of structured sparsification that significantly reduces complexity while also being able to improve training by reducing the parameter space. Convolutional layers
are typically used in conjunction with pooling layers that perform dimensionality reduction by applying a pooling operator, such as average and max, across each input
feature channel. Using both of these layers can enable performing feature abstraction
with desirable properties such as temporal/spatial invariance. For example, certain
feature maps of a convolutional layer may identify specific features, for example, facial
features, in certain region(s) of the input channels. Pooling helps to propagate these
identified regions regardless of their location while excluding other irrelevant regions.
Convolutional and pooling layers can be seen as a form of sparsification and dimensionality reduction that can significantly reduce complexity while being able to better
abstract features and improve accuracy. The primary issue is that often networks are
constructed with multiple stages of these layers in which the number of feature maps,
and therefore number of feature channels, grows rapidly. Since each feature map is
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Fig. 3. A convolutional layer displayed to highlight the dense connectivity between input feature channels
and feature maps of the layer.

Fig. 4. Visualization of FCP applied to a convolutional layer. In the example, the network is split into two
sub-networks that each employ an initial 1 × 1 convolutional layer with reduced feature maps to compress
the number of feature channels.

Fig. 5. Visualization of SFP applied to a convolutional layer. The red annotations highlight the ability
to remove least salient filters. Removing these filters enables avoiding performing convolution with the
corresponding input feature channels.

connected to every input feature channel, there again exists this dense connectivity that imposes significant memory and computation complexity as highlighted in
Figure 3.
5. REDUCTION METHODOLOGIES

In order to make deep networks realizable for embedded, resource budgeted settings,
the complexity must be reduced. For a given classification task, there is an inherent
level of complexity. In addition, there is some level of accuracy or tolerance that is
sought after. An intuitive approach would be to simply select a network topology with
sufficient neural complexity to achieve performance within this acceptable tolerance.
A brute-force approach would be to train thousands of networks with various sizes
and configurations and to then select the lowest complexity network that gives sufficient performance. However, this is highly inefficient and still tends to produce much
larger than necessary networks, the main reason being that, as the neural complexity
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decreases closer to the theoretical minimum, the more difficult it is to steer weights
towards the optimal solution. Smaller, leaner networks tend to be more sensitive to
initial conditions and learning parameters and more likely to become trapped in local minima (non-convex tasks). Furthermore, the parameter space is often very large,
making it infeasible to perform grid search or random search to find the optimal network structure. The goal then is to develop a set of reduction methods that can be
easily applied before, during, and after training. The following highlights the guiding
principles that we would like the reduction techniques to adhere to.
Scalable. In order to continue the success of deep learning, it is important to be able
to train deeper and wider networks. Therefore it is essential to find architectural
level reductions that can be applied before and during training.
Generalizable. Reduction techniques should be focused more on the general
structure/dynamics of the networks and not on intricacies of a specific dataset.
Biologically Inspired. Since neural networks are biologically inspired, we should
seek strategies that have biological underpinnings. For example, the visual cortex
is believed to contain highly sparse structures.
Minimal-Overhead. Techniques should not impose significant overhead that
degrades/hampers either the development or training phases.
Adoptable. Finally, techniques should be simple and concise as opposed to complicated and obscure. As the enterprise of deep learning continues to evolve, we want
methods that can easily be integrated with current deep-learning frameworks to
allow others to adopt and explore on variety of tasks.
Taking insight from existing networks such as Inception, layer improvements such as
convolutional layers, and biological systems, the main focus is to perform network sparsification that can dramatically reduce complexity while maintaining high accuracy
performance. The major pitfall to sparsification is that current computing paradigms
such as CPUs and GPUs are not well suited for sparse structures. Furthermore, the
majority of numerical libraries, such as NVIDIAs cuBLAS, are targeted for dense matrix operations and therefore do not benefit significantly from network sparsification.
Prior works have looked to compress these sparse structures into dense matrices. For
example, singular value decomposition (SVD) has been shown to effectively compress
fully connected layers. However, for convolutional layers, equivalent compression techniques are not as well understood due to the filter weights being 3D/4D tensors. In
addition, these techniques are applied post-training. This leaves the in-training network untouched, making it challenging to scale up to deeper, wider networks. Therefore,
we look to apply three main sparsification methods, namely feature compression partition, structured filter pruning, and dynamic feature pruning, that are applied before,
during, and after training, respectively. Additionally, we incorporate the techniques of
filter factorization and filter quantization. We next provide a brief discussion of each
technique beginning with filter factorization and quantization and then proceed with
describing the three sparsification techniques.
5.1. Filter Factorization

In Szegedy et al. [2015b], a key finding is the ability to factor convolutional layers with
large filters into multiple convolutional layers with smaller filters. If done correctly,
then the resulting feature pixels of the factored layers will have essentially the same
receptive field region as the original layer. For example, a layer with 5 × 5 filters can
potentially be replaced by two consecutive layers with 3 × 3 filters to effectively reduce
the number of parameters to 18/25 = 72% without significantly impacting accuracy.
This can be taken even further by performing asymmetric decomposition of filters. For
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example, a 3×3 filter can be factorized into 3×1 and 1×3 filters, which further reduces
the number of effective parameters to 6/9 = 67%.
5.2. Filter Quantization

Unlike CPUs and DSPs that have fixed hardware structure, accelerators and programmable logic devices such as FPGAs allow for far greater control over design implementation such as data format, function implementations, and so on. There are a
number of papers that have investigated using reduced precision of weights as a way to
perform regularization in order to improve training. There has also been work on using
fixed-point representation of weights for fully connected layers to improve training performance. However, Muller and Indiveri [2015] showed that a certain level of precision
is required in order to obtain comparable accuracy when fully connected weights are
quantized. We similarly explore representing convolutional filter weights using both
fixed-point and floating-point representations with limited bit resolution. It has been
estimated that in the visual cortex of humans, neurons contain roughly 8-bits of precision. Utilizing lower-precision filter formats is a potential simple reduction technique
that can significantly reduce memory and computation requirement of a network.
5.3. Feature Compression Partition

As data propagate through a convolutional neural network, it is often the case that
the number of feature channels grows significantly. As this occurs, there exists an increasing amount of connectivity between the input feature channels and feature maps
of a convolutional layer. It has been shown that in the later stages of a convolutional
neural network, these feature maps discern very abstract high-level features, such as
facial features. Therefore, these feature maps arguably only require being supplied a
subset of the input feature channels that are pertinent. Feature compression partition
(FCP) is a pre-training technique that looks to help accomplish this by introducing
a number of hard partitions to the network architecture to separate related feature
channels. The main idea is to partition the computation graph at certain stages into
multiple branches where each branch performs further feature abstraction on a subset
of feature channels. To determine the subset of feature channels, the first convolutional
layer within each branch performs a compression of all the input feature channels. This
is done by using 1 × 1 filters where the number of feature maps is significantly less
than the number of input feature channels. For example, suppose after some stage
of the network we have 256 feature channels, we could then create 4 partitions that
each begin with a 1 × 1 convolutional layer with 64 feature maps. The first layer of
each branch will effectively compress the 256 feature channels down to 64, thus allowing subsequent feature abstraction in the subtrees to occur on this reduced amount
of features. Once abstraction occurs on each subtree, the resulting feature channels
can then be aggregated back together for either further abstraction or classification.
A key advantage of this technique is that by applying it before training we can ensure the computational complexity is bounded at each layer. This reduction enables
scaling to deeper and wider networks that are still trainable from a complexity perspective. Furthermore, by applying these compression partitions we allow training to
learn these correlations and determine the optimal 1 × 1 convolutional compression
layers. A number of existing reduction techniques look only to determine layer correlations and compression post-training which does not help the training phase or guide
the training to construct the most classification-efficient network. An additional issue
with purely post-training compression is the fact that the weights associated with a
convolutional layer is represented by a 3D/4D tensor. While techniques such as singular value decomposition have been shown to work well for matrices; for example, on
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fully connected layers, applying similar principles to high-dimensional tensors is not
well understood, especially for which the data are highly non-linear.
5.4. Structured Filter Pruning

Work done by Arora et al. [2013] has shown, albeit in a very theoretical construct,
that if the probability distribution of the dataset is representable by a very sparse deep
neural network, then the optimal network topology can be constructed layer by layer by
analyzing the correlation statistics of the activations of the prior layer and clustering
neurons with highly correlated outputs. Therefore, in trained convolutional layers,
we should be able to determine the correlation between input channels and feature
maps and remove those connections that provide zero discriminative ability. While
feature compression partition helps to reduce the high fan-in of convolutional layers,
the degree and location of compression is picked in some sense arbitrarily. Attempting
to examine all levels of compression exhaustively would be impractical since the search
space is significant. For example, there are multiple ways to achieve the same level of
compression; however, their impact on accuracy may significantly differ. From a highlevel view, feature compression partition can be seen as way to easily bound a network’s
complexity and force training to learn this course-grain compression. The structured
filter pruning (SFP) technique is more fine-grained and looks to prune the least-salient
connections between input feature channels and feature maps. The procedure for doing
this is quite trivial and takes advantage of existing weight regularization techniques
such as L1 regularization. During training, a small penalty is applied to the weights,
that is, according to their L1 norm. It is well known that L1 regularization is an effective
technique to promote sparsity for high-dimensional data that exhibit sparse structures.
By applying this weight penalty during training, the net result is that the least-salient
weights are driven to zero. At this point, we could look to then simply compress this
sparse 3D/4D weight tensor post-training. However, the overhead of reconstruction or
mapping the non-zero weights, in addition to the fact that the amount of computation
is effectively unchanged, makes this very fine-grain approach undesirable. Instead, we
look to prune entire input channel filters of feature maps within a given layer. This level
of granularity can modestly reduce memory while significantly reducing computation.
For example, for a 3 × 3 convolutional layer with input of size 18 × 18, removing just a
single input channel for one feature map reduces memory only by 9 weights (ignoring
mapping overhead) but reduces computation by approximately 5,832 operations.
5.5. Dynamic Feature Pruning

Where SFP looks to statically remove non-informative input filters for a given feature map, dynamic feature pruning (DFP) instead looks to dynamically prune feature
channels of incoming data streams. In a one-hot classification task, inputs belonging
to different classes typically contain unique and disjoint abstract features. Therefore,
we look to nullify a subset of feature channels in deeper layers that are least salient
for the given input data. The idea is that as input propagates further into the network,
the layers discern higher-level features that are more unique for the given set of class
labels. For a particular input, only a certain percentage of the abstracted features may
be required to effectively identify the corresponding class label.
6. REDUCTION EVALUATION
6.1. Evaluation Criterion

6.1.1. Network Base Architecture. Deep convolutional neural networks typically consist
of many stages with each stage consisting of multiple convolutional layers and ending
with a pooling layer (e.g., max-pool). Each subsequent stage performs higher-level
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Fig. 6. Visualization of DFP applied to a convolutional layer. The red annotations highlight that for a given
input certain feature channels may not be necessary and can therefore be removed.

Fig. 7. A high-level flow diagram of three VGGNet variants, VGG-A, VGG-B, and VGG-D, that contain
increasing complexity. Data propagates from left to right. Each tile corresponds to a particular layer such as
convolutional and pooling. Each convolutional tile is implicitly followed by a ReLU and batch normalization
layer that is omitted from the diagram for clarity. A reduced version of VGG-D is also shown to highlight the
use of feature compression partition technique. A key is given to define the values shown in each layer tile.

feature abstraction in which the total number of feature channels grows while within
each channel the size decreases due to pooling. While Inception has been able to
perform exceedingly well with much less complexity, its structure is much more asymmetrical due to incorporating a number of related architectural reduction strategies.
Furthermore, it is geared towards large computer visions tasks with relatively large
input images, such as ImageNet containing millions of images, which can take several
days just to run a single experiment. This makes it difficult to explore the exact impact
of the reduction techniques when applied with varying levels of reduction. Therefore,
for exploring reduction techniques we target the VGGNet structure which is much
more symmetric and hence easier to scale to deeper, wider networks. Both networks
architecturally consist of the same basic layer types such as convolutional, ReLU, and
pooling. Three popular variants of the VGGNet, namely VGG-A, VGG-B, and VGG-D,
were explored as baseline networks that have increasing depth and complexity and are
shown Figure 7. Each convolutional and fully connected layer are implicitly followed
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Fig. 8. Sample images from the CIFAR dataset containing 32x32 color images of airplanes, automobiles,
birds, cats, deer, dogs, frogs, horses, ships, and trucks.

by batch normalization and rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation layers. Batch normalization is a recently proposed layer that looks to normalize the distribution of data
at each layer to enable building deeper networks that do not suffer from issues such as
vanishing gradients [Ioffe and Szegedy 2015]. ReLU is also a more recent innovation
that has been shown to do better than existing activation functions such as sigmoid
and tanh while requiring much less computation. Each of the three variants consist of
five stages that each end with a 2 × 2 pooling layer. This is the maximum number of
stages possible for the 32 × 32 input images when pooling from 2 × 2 regions. Every
convolutional layer is padded such that the output feature channel has the same dimensions as the input channels. We can see that going from VGG-A to VGG-D consists
of having stages with additional convolutional layers. Figure 7 also shows the reduced
version of VGG-D, which highlights the network branching due to employing feature
compression partition. While visually the reduced network appears more complex, we
will next show that it dramatically reduces computation and memory requirements.
6.1.2. Datasets. In prior work, we evaluated a number of neural network reduction
techniques on three computer vision datasets, MNIST, CIFAR-10, and SVHN [Page
and Mohsenin 2016]. From this prior work, we found that CIFAR-10 benefited the most
from having a deeper network in terms of classification accuracy. Therefore, in this work
we utilize the CIFAR-10 dataset to understand the impact on accuracy performance.
The dataset consists of 60,000 32 × 32 color images with 10 classes, respectively. The
image labels include airplanes, automobiles, birds, cats, deer, dogs, frogs, horses, ships,
and trucks [Krizhevsky and Hinton 2009].
6.1.3. Experiment and Training Setup. For training networks on the dataset, momentumbased stochastic gradient descent with categorical cross-entropy is used for the loss
function. Regularization is done using Dropout with 20% dropout for convolutional layers and 50% dropout for fully connected layers. Other works have shown that aggressive
use of data augmentations such as affine transformations and elastic distortion can
improve classification accuracy significantly. For example, on the CIFAR dataset, these
augmentations can improve accuracy by around 3% [Springenberg et al. 2014]. In this
work, only random horizontal flips are applied to simplify training and reduce variability between experiments. The Torch framework is used to construct and train the
network on a high-performance computing cluster containing 36 NVIDIA Tesla K20
GPUs using NVIDIAs deep-learning library cuDNN. Accuracy results are reported for
single networks only. Network ensembles are not considered as this is not realistic for
embedded, real-time deployment applications.
6.2. Baseline Networks Evaluation

Before applying any reduction techniques, the three baseline networks were evaluated
on the CIFAR dataset. After performing 50 repeated experiments for each network,
the top three performing experiments, based on training set, were saved. The average
test accuracy of the three networks are given in Figure 9. From the plots, we can see
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Fig. 9. Comparison of three baseline networks in terms of the number of floating-point operations, parameter
and IO memory, and test accuracy. By simply adding additional convolutional layers, the computation and
memory grows dramatically with only modest improvement in accuracy. The largest net, VGG-D, obtains an
increase of 3% accuracy at the expense of increasing computation and memory by 100% and 50% compared
to the smallest net, VGG-A.

Fig. 10. Normalized filter weight distribution of trained baseline VGG-D network grouped by stage. Deeper
stages have narrower ranges due to the increasing number of feature maps and use of batch normalization.

that we can gain nearly 3% accuracy improvement at the expense of increasing the
computation and memory by 100% and 50%, respectively.
6.3. Quantization Evaluation

Initial experiments were performed on the baseline network to investigate the effect of
limited precision fixed-point and floating-point formats of the network weights. Since
training is currently performed on the GPU, floating-point values are still used for
both layer I/O and weights. Therefore, in order to ensure a certain fixed-point format,
weights were quantized based on supplied bit resolution after each training epoch.
Clipping is used to saturate the output if it exceeds the desired fixed-point format. For
the fractional portion, stochastic rounding is employed to round either up or down to
the next closest binary representation of the value. Stochastic rounding has been shown
to achieve better results as it acts as a form of regularization [Jafari and Mohsenin
2015; Krizhevsky and Hinton 2009]. For floating-point, only three formats are natively
supported, including half (16-bit), float (32-bit), and double (64-bit), and are therefore
the only formats evaluated. Initial results yielded poor performance when applying
relatively low-precision fixed point. On examining the weight distribution of each stage
of layers (layers between pooling layers), it became clear that this is due to batch
normalization. For deeper layers, the number of feature maps grows significantly. The
net result is that by enforcing normalization of the channels later filters become scaled
down resulting in a much narrower distribution centered around zero. This can be
seen in Figure 10, which shows the distribution of filter weights within each stage of
the VGG-D network. Therefore, for fixed-point representation, the format of the bits
between integer and fractional was selected dynamically for each stage.
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Fig. 11. Effect on classification accuracy as bit resolution of convolutional filters is varied for both fixed-point
and floating-point. For floating point, half (16-bit), float (32-bit), and double (64-bit) formats are evaluated.
Regardless of format, floating-point formats do not have negative impact on accuracy. For fixed-point, bit
resolutions from 64 bits down to 4 bits were tested. No affect on test accuracy occurs until down to 12 bits
(11-bit precision), at which point accuracy starts to degrade sharply.

Figure 11 highlights the impact of bit resolution on the test accuracy for both fixedpoint and floating-point formats. For the case of floating point, the effect of reducing the
representation down to 16-bits did not have any noticeable impact on network accuracy.
Similar findings are seen for fixed-point format down to 16 bits. This trend continues
for fixed point until roughly 12 bits (11-bit precision), at which point accuracy begins
to sharply degrade. Keep in mind that the format of bits for fixed point is unique for
each stage and therefore requires some overhead to properly align the input and layer
weights. This sort of dynamic range is implicitly contained within floating point via the
exponent. For half-precision floating point, 5 of the 16 bits are dedicated to the exponent,
leaving 11 bits’ worth of precision for the mantissa. From the fixed-point analysis it
appears that 11 bits’ worth of precision is sufficient without impacting accuracy. This
should even be somewhat conservative since floating point has non-uniform spacing
between representable values with greater precision associated for smaller numbers,
which is often where the concentration of filter values lay. For either representation,
simply utilizing lower precision such as 16 bits can reduce the memory requirement
by 4× compared to 64 bit as well as reduce hardware area and power requirements for
corresponding arithmetic-logic unit (ALU)/floating-point unit (FPU) operations. Since
fixed point is only able to marginally reduce number of bits while requiring overhead to
determine fixed-point format per stage, we therefore target 16-bit floating point. This
is in addition to the non-linear scale floating-point automatically provides and support
by existing hardware. Further analysis in terms of hardware utilization is provided in
Section 7.1.2.
6.4. Network Reduction Evaluation

Each of the three network sparsification techniques were applied, one by one, to the
best-performing baseline network, VGG-D. The order in which they were applied to the
baseline network is depicted in Figure 13. Filter factorization and filter quantization
are also applied. Filter factorization is applied after feature compression partition since
it is also done before training. Filter quantization is applied last to the trained network. Feature compression partition is applied first since it is a pre-training technique
that performs architectural-level optimization. FCP is an effective way to bound the
complexity of given layers. As seen in Figure 12, the majority of complexity of VGG-D
network is contained within the deeper stages. Stages 3 and 4 contain the most amount
of computation, 66% more than corresponding VGG-A stages, followed by Stage 2 with
200% more computation than VGG-A. Experiments were performed in which FCP was
applied to Stage 3, Stage 4, or Stage 5, in addition to the combination of Stages 3 and
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Fig. 12. Breakdown of memory and computation of the three baseline networks by stage (sets of layers
between pooling operations). For all networks, memory demand increases significantly. Going from VGG-A
to VGG-D, the computation is increased significantly. The majority of the complexity resides in Stages 3 and
4 for VGG-D, which contains 67% more computation than VGG-A.

Fig. 13. Visualization of applying the three sparsification techniques to a given convolutional layer: feature
compression partition, structured filter pruning, and dynamic feature pruning.

Fig. 14. The effect on applying the sequence of reduction techniques onto the best-performing baseline
network VGG-D in terms of accuracy, computation, and memory. The order of the reduction techniques is
FCP, FF, SFP, DFP, and FQ, which is shown from left to right in the grouped bar graphs.

4, Stages 4 and 5, and Stages 3, 4, and 5. The partitions were applied at the beginning of the stage in which two or four partitions (subtrees) were created such that
their total number of feature maps was equivalent to the original. The output feature
channels of the subtrees were aggregated and passed to the subsequent layer (see Figure 7). The results of applying FCP for the various combinations is shown in Figure 14.
The best result is when both Stages 4 and 5 are partitioned with four subtrees in
which the feature maps are compressed from 256 to 64, resulting in a 4:1 compression
ratio. This produces a 36% reduction in computation and 77% reduction in memory
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the reduced network (VGG-D Reduced) to the three baseline networks. Reduced
network requires the least amount of computation and memory while maintaining the same accuracy as the
best performing baseline network.

utilization of weights and layer I/O. Filter factorization was then applied at different layers containing large numbers of feature maps. Experimental results show that
applying filter factorization to the last convolutional layers in Stages 3 and 5 helped
reduce both computation and memory by 15%.
Next, the modified network was trained with SFP sparsification. During training, a
weight penalty of 0.001 is imposed on the network. Early stopping was performed once
the classification error rate plateaued for 50 epochs. Once training completed, input
channel filters with a root mean square below a specified threshold were removed. Finetuning of the pruned network was applied to help recapture incurred error from pruning
with the pruned filters fixed at 0. To promote more reduction, separate thresholds
were used for each stage in the network. On performing 100 repeated experiments, on
average, roughly 18.5% of each feature map’s input channels could be pruned along with
its corresponding filter. This therefore further reduced the computation and memory
by an additional 18%.
The last sparsification technique of dynamic feature pruning is similarly applied
post-training in which output feature channels with an root mean square (RMS) below
a threshold were zeroed out. Various thresholds were evaluated using the training
set. Thresholding was increased until the training error exceeded 0.01%. The DFP
technique was able to further reduce computation by 8%. Finally, filter quantization
was applied to convert all weights from 32-bit (float) to 16-bit (half) floating point. By
applying all five reduction techniques, the VGG-D network’s computation, I/O memory,
and parameter memory was reduced by 60%, 56%, and 93%, respectively.
Figure 15 compares this reduced VGG-D network to all three baseline networks
in terms of computation, memory, accuracy, and training time. The reduced network
requires less computation and memory than all three baseline networks while also
achieving the same best accuracy of VGG-D. To better understand the impact on classification throughput, the training time is also included. Note that since training is
conducted on the GPU, only FCP and filter factorization can be exploited. Despite this,
the reduced network is 26%, 41%, and 60% faster to train than VGG-A, VGG-B, and
VGG-D.
7. PROPOSED HARDWARE ACCELERATOR

The second enterprise of this work is the development of SPARCNet, a hardware
accelerator for efficient deployment of SPARse Convolutional NETworks. The highlevel diagram of the SPARCNet accelerator is depicted in Figure 16. The main objective
of the accelerator is to be able deploy deep convolutional networks in embedded, realtime applications that have limited power and area budgets. Since layers can be seen
as the basic building blocks of neural networks and contain the bulk of complexity,
the accelerator is designed to accelerate on a supplied layer configuration. The host
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Fig. 16. High-level block diagram of the SPARCNet accelerator. The processing engines are arranged in
a grid configuration with a unified network interface. The network provides two sets of buses that are
unidirectional and contain four 16-bit channels. The accelerator engine is used to configure the PEs and
perform all of the data marshalling. A shared on-chip memory is used to cache the current layers feature
channels along with layer parameters.

Fig. 17. Comparison of different parallel tiling techniques for convolutional layers highlighting communication contention and processing engine dependency. Output channel tiling has the least communication
contention and inter-PE dependency. For each form of tiling there exists a unique communication pattern
that can be exploited such as broadcasting common data to all PEs from central AE.
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application, that is, the application running on the host processor, is therefore tasked
with serializing and dispatching a predefined network topology layer by layer. This
then also requires the design to be runtime configurable. The main components of the
accelerator consists of the following:
Accelerator Engine (AE). The main engine used to accept host configuration and
dispatch layer to computation processing engines (PE).
Processing Engines. Perform partial computation of a layer including 1D/2D convolution, batch normalization, max-pooling, and ReLU.
Accelerator Interconnect. Routing scheme between AE and PEs to dispatch jobs
and transfer data.
External Interface. The external interface to communicate with main application
running on host processor and with shared external (DDR) memory. This currently
is an AXI Slave interface to support both MicroBlaze soft-processor and ARMbased designs.
7.1. Design Methodologies

In order to enable deploying deep networks, the accelerator must be able to achieve
satisfactory throughput while being efficient as possible in terms of power and area.
This requires innovative design that exploits key properties of deep network architectures. In SPARCNet, three design aspects were optimized based on these properties,
including efficient parallelism, low-precision representation, and sparse structures.
The following discusses these three key design methods.
7.1.1. Exploiting Efficient Parallelism. In deep convolutional neural networks, convolutional layers dominate the complexity, typically accounting for more than 90% of the
computation and memory requirements. Therefore, we must exploit efficient forms
of parallelism that exist within convolutional layers. There are three main forms of
parallelism, that is, tiling methods, that are present in convolutional layers. The first
method, which we shall refer to as image patch tiling, is to split a given input feature
channel into patches and perform convolution on the patches concurrently. The second
method, which we refer to as input channel tiling, is to convolve multiple input feature
channels concurrently for a given feature map. Similarly, the third method, output
channel tiling, performs convolution across multiple output channels concurrently for
a given input channel. The basic procedures for the three tiling methods are given
in Algorithms 1, 2, and 3. Input channel tiling and output channel tiling are similar
in that PEs perform convolution concurrently on certain feature channels. The benefit of performing this across output channels (feature maps) is that each PE is being
supplied the same input channels and their is minimal inter-PE dependency. The only
form of communication contention is distributing the filters and saving the final output
feature channels, which is insignificant compared to broadcasting all the input feature
channels for every feature map. For input channel tiling, multiple streams of input
channel data must be sent concurrently, which presents communication contention.
The routing network must have sufficient bandwidth to support this high concurrent
streaming. Additionally, PEs must then aggregate and sum their results together,
which further presents both inter-PE dependency and additional communication contention. Similarly, image patch tiling suffers from both communication contention and
inter-PE dependency. For instance, the patches must be streamed concurrently to the
PEs, which again puts a high burden on the network. Furthermore, since convolution is performed on overlapping blocks as determined by the striding, the PEs have
to perform inter-communication to transfer the partial sums of these overlapped regions. Work done by Zhang et al. [2015b] analyzed these three tiling methods using
the rooftop model to determine what combination provides the highest throughput in
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Fig. 18. Comparison of floating point and fixed point for 16-bit, 32-bit, and 64-bit representations in terms
of required resources for the layer operations convolution, max-pooling, and batch normalization. While fixed
point requires less than the corresponding floating point, the difference is less significant for lower precision.
For instance, 64-bit fixed point requires nearly 50% less flip-flops than floating point but for 16-bit this drops
down to only 18%. Another key insight is the significant decrease in required resources when using 16 bits
compared to 64 bits.

the FPGA fabric. Their findings similarly confirm that output channel tiling provides
the best form of parallelism when taking into account I/O–memory bandwidth and
computational load using the computation to communication ratio. Convolutional networks typically consist of many convolutional layers with a large number of feature
maps that increase with depth. For example, the three baseline networks discussed in
Section 6 contain between 64 and 512 feature maps. This provides a high degree of potential parallelism enabling having a large number of PEs to improve throughput and
therefore ideal for scalability. Therefore, we primarily exploit output channel tiling due
to the high parallelism, minimal inter-PE dependency, and minimal communication
contention.
7.1.2. Floating-Point vs Fixed-Point Format. Another key consideration in the accelerator design is whether to utilize a fixed-point or floating-point format and the level
of precision. As demonstrated in Section 6.3, it is not necessary to have full 64-bit
precision in neural networks, and we can often use significantly less precision while
still achieving high classification accuracy. The floating-point format has the advantage of supporting dynamic range, underflow/overflow conditions, and a non-uniform
scale. This is beneficial for neural networks as layers tend to differ in their dynamic
range and filter weights usually follow a normal distribution in which greater precision is needed for smaller values. The downside, of course, is that floating point often
requires significantly more logic than an equivalent fixed-point implementation. Furthermore, the use of an exponent to support larger dynamic range requires dedicating
a subset of bits for the exponent, which leaves less bits for the mantissa and hence
precision.
Figure 18 compares the required device utilization when using either fixed point or
floating point with 16-, 32-, or 64-bit precision for the layer operations: convolution,
max-pooling, and batch normalization. These core layer operations were implemented
using a Xilinx Vivado HLS tool that enabled us to rapidly explore different precision
formats and specify levels of pipelining and parallelism. As the bit precision decreases,
the required level of resource utilization dramatically decreases for both representations while still achieving the same level of pipelined throughput. Since the amount of
savings becomes small for using fixed point when bit resolution is decreased to 16 bits,
we elect to use 16-bit floating point since it will enable greater support for different
networks and is easier to integrate with existing training frameworks.
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Fig. 19. Depiction of hardware translations of SFP and DFP sparsification techniques. For SFP, a mask is
used to track zeroed filters of feature maps, which allows disabling of corresponding PEs. For DFP, masks are
dynamically set by PEs to track zeroed output feature channels that can then be excluded from subsequent
layer operations.

Fig. 20. Plots showing the affect of exploiting SFP and DFP sparsification techniques in hardware in order
to reduce both energy and throughput. The two techniques were applied to all three baseline networks. Dense
bars refer to when sparsity is not exploited in hardware, whereas sparse bars do exploit sparse techniques in
hardware. On average, the techniques can reduce delay and energy by 11% and 20%, respectively. Reduced
VGG-D includes added techniques of FCP and filter factorization. This network shows that by using FCP
sparsification alone, delay and energy are reduced by 70% and 63%.

7.1.3. Sparsification Support. As discussed and evaluated in Sections 5 and 6, sparsification can be utilized to greatly reduce the computation and memory requirement. In
order to fully exploit the three forms of sparsification proposed, hardware modifications
are required. FCP, SFP, and DFP sparsification techniques all effectively reduce the
number of input channel features being streamed to feature maps of a convolutional
layer. In the case of FCP, the technique does this by first mapping all input feature
channels to a number of network branches. In each branch an initial convolutional
layer with significantly fewer 1 × 1 feature maps is used to compress the number of
feature channels. Since the reduction occurs by branching into several subtrees containing an independent set of layers, no hardware modification is required. However,
in the case of SFP, each feature map is pruned of least-salient input channel filters.
This therefore requires storing a connectivity map between the input channels and
feature maps. The filters for a given convolutional layer are stored as a tensor with
format Cout × Cin × F when training is performed. After SFP pruning, entries along the
last dimension become zeroed out. When deploying and sending to the accelerator, the
tensor is flattened. To reduce memory, the zeroed filters are omitted when the tensor
is flattened. A corresponding bit vector is used to mark the locations of zeroed filters
and has size Cout ∗ Cin. This filter mask vector gets stored along with the flattened
filter vector in memory contiguously. The second modification required is to eliminate
the wasted operations of convolving with a zeroed filter. Since output feature tiling is
the main form of parallelism used, the accelerator engine is used to distribute out the
filters and broadcast the input channel data to the PEs where each PE operates on separate output channels. When distributing out the set of filters, PEs that would receive
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Fig. 21. Impact of the number of PEs on classification delay and energy consumption when evaluated on
four network variants. Increasing the number of PEs reduces delay but this reduction starts to taper off
around 64 PEs. All results are based on full place and route implementation on Artix-7 and the Vivado tool.
Energy consumption is based on dynamic power.

nil-valued input feature filters are notified via their configuration register. Once the
filters are distributed and the AE begins to broadcast the input channel data, PEs with
nil filters do not perform convolution on the corresponding input channel stream. Supporting SFP sparsification requires very little additional logic but enables significantly
reducing memory and dynamic power.
In order to accommodate the last sparsification technique, DFP, additional hardware
modification is required. The objective of DFP is to prune away least-salient output
feature channels. By doing this, none of the feature maps in the subsequent layer
will need to be fed nor convolve these nil input feature channels. Logic is required
in each PE to determine if the output feature channel should be pruned away. In the
current version, this done when the root mean square of the entire feature channel
is below a supplied threshold. During convolution with the last input channel, each
PE has additional hardware to accumulate the final output of the feature map. This
requires only a few extra registers to store the summation and threshold value in
addition to an extra DSP to perform the addition in the convolutional block. When PEs
have completed their current feature map, only salient output feature channels will be
written back to shared memory and a corresponding feature channel bit vector will be
updated. Similarly to SFP, when broadcasting input image channels to PEs, if the next
input channel to broadcast is nil based on the channel mask, then it is skipped.
8. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The FPGA-based accelerator is developed using a combination of pure HDL written in
Verilog and IP cores developed using Xilinx’s Vivado HLS. Vivado HLS is used to implement the core layer operations including convolution, pooling, batch normalization,
and ReLU. This tool enables rapidly exploring different bit resolutions, floating-point
vs fixed-point representations, and explicitly specifying level of parallelism and pipelining. Due to the design being runtime configurable and the need to maximize efficiency,
the remaining blocks, including PEs, AE, and routing interconnect, are implemented
in Verilog.
The first aspect of the design to be evaluated is the impact of processing engines
on classification throughput, energy, and area utilization. The same baseline networks
discussed in Section 6 along with the reduced network were used to explore this relationship. Figure 21 depicts this relationship between number of processing engines
and performance. In particular, we see that for a given network increasing the amount
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Fig. 22. Comparison of energy efficiency as a function of the number PEs for four network variants. The
introduction of subnetworks in VGG-D due to FCP enables obtaining greater efficiency with a higher number
of PEs.
Table II. Comparison of SPARCNet Accelerator for Different Number of PEs. The Resource and
Dynamic Power Utilization Scale Linearly with the Number of PEs. Power and Throughput Are
Based on a 100MHz Clock. Empirical Throughput Is Calculated Based on Average Classification
Throughput of Reduced Network

of PEs can improve both throughput and energy consumption. Once the throughput
begins to saturate, the energy then begins to negatively increase.
Figure 22 shows exactly the point in which the optimal efficiency occurs as a ratio of
classification throughput and power consumption (image/second/watt). For the reduced
VGG-D network, higher number of PEs can be used without impacting efficiency. This is
in part due to bounding the computation and memory demand of each layer preventing
their from being a throughput bottleneck. The ability to achieve improved throughput
simply by increasing the number of PEs demonstrates the accelerator’s scalability.
Since there is very little interdependence among PEs, the major limiting factor is the
widest convolutional layer in the network (i.e., number of feature maps). For example,
among the four networks explored, the widest convolutional layer has 512 feature maps
and the average number of feature maps is 223.
To accommodate different embedded, real-time application requirements, a number of designs with increasing number of processing engines are explored. Table II
summarizes the key metrics of the design with 8, 16, 32, and 64 PEs.
8.1. Floor Planning

In this section, we explore the impact of different floor planning strategies as a way to
perform additional optimization. The purpose of this experiment is to see how performing custom placement could affect FPGA performance such as device utilization, power
consumption, and operating frequency. Vivado provides the ability to perform registertransfer level (RTL) layout using either flat or rebuild synthesis options. Using the
flat option removes all boundaries between modules such as PEs, whereas the rebuild
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Fig. 23. Side-by-side comparison of flattened layout versus custom layout of 16 processing engines and
routing. Custom layout enables ensuring high utilization within PEs and that signals are grouped together
as closely as possible.

Fig. 24. FPGA resource utilization using flat, rebuild, and custom layout implementations for different
numbers of PE cores.

option temporarily removes boundaries to merge common logic and then restores the
boundaries. In addition to these options, we also looked at a custom implementation
to keep logic and signals within blocks close together. Results show that using either
the built-in rebuild option or custom implementation can reduce device utilization
while having similar power consumption compared to completely flat option. Figure 23
depicts a side-by-side comparison of a flat placement versus a custom placement. As
demonstrated in the figure, the custom layout occupies less area and a smaller number
of FPGA banks. Further, Figure 24 shows the percentage of FPGA slice utilization for
the three methods. Using a custom implementation can improve resource utilization
but requires greater effort on the user. The rebuild option similarly attempts to keep
modules close together and is able to achieve similar performance when higher number of PEs are used automatically. The main result is that there exists nice separation
between blocks such as PEs which can be exploited for optimal implementation. This
along with the linear correlation between the number of PEs and resources supports
the feasibility of scaling the design.
9. COMPARISON WITH COTS

The following section examines the implementation of the optimally selected network
as described above on various low-power COTS platforms. We build and implement
the network across the following four platforms: NVIDIA Jetson TK1, NVIDIA Jetson
TX1, Intel Edison, and Digilent Arty, using the Torch framework. The four platforms
we have chosen are a combination of software execution (CPUs/GPUs) and HDL. COTS
vendors, such as NVIDIA, have entered the low-power embedded market with their
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Jetson line of development boards, TK1 and TX1. NVIDIA [nvi 2015] has demonstrated
the use of its latest embedded TX1 in deep learning and claims a power savings of up
to 11× over a desktop class processor. Current research [Page et al. 2016; Chen et al.
2016b] in the area of low-power computing have acheived varying degrees of success
when targeting the Jetson TK1 GPU for neural network acceleration. The main findings
show that these GPU-accelerated systems still have a peak power consumption of >10W.
Depending on the form factor and power requirements, this exceeds the power profiles
from FPGAs and other accelerator processors.
9.1. Targeted Platforms

In this article, we compare the performance and energy consumption of four low-power
COTS: NVIDIA Jetson TK1, NVIDIA Jetson TX1, Intel Edison, and XILINX Artix-7.
Each system is composed of the same basic hardware resources: SoC, DDR3/DDR4
memory, flash memory, I/O, and network communications. In all cases, unused peripherals are disabled or powered down when possible. Great care was taken to ensure consistent implementations across the software platforms by relying on the same
framework, math libraries, and threading and vectorization paradigm.
9.1.1. NVIDIA Jetson TK1/ARM A15 CPU and K1 GPU. We use the popular NVIDIA Jetson
TK1 platform, L4T R21.4, which has been targeted to the low-power market. The SoC
combines the Kepler graphics processing unit, K1 GPU, and a 4-Plus-1 ARM processor
arrangement. The 4-plus-1 processor configuration, also known as variable Symmetric
Multiprocessing, consists of five Cortex-A15 ARM processors, four high-performance
processors, and one low-power processor. Each ARM CPU has a 32KB L1 data and
instruction cache supporting 128-bit NEON general-purpose single instruction and
single instruction multiple data (SIMD) instructions. All processors in the 4-plus-1
configuration have shared access to a 2MB L2 cache. The K1 GPU is available to
either processor power configuration and consists of a single Streaming Multiprocessor
(SMX). The SMX has a CUDA compute capability of 3.2, which provides a majority of
the architectural benefits of the K20c only scaled down to a single SMX group. The
Jetson TK1 has 2GB of DDR3 memory that is shared between the ARM CPU and K1
GPU and is rated to run up to 933MHz. In this article, we use different combinations of
the four high-performance Cortex-A15 ARM processors and the GPU for comparison.
9.1.2. NVIDIA Jetson TX1/ARM A57 CPU and X1 GPU. NVIDIA’s newest high-performance
embedded system the TX1 is a combination of ARM’s Cortex-A57 64-bit CPU architecture and the Maxwell GPU architecture running on NVIDIA’s L4T R23.2. The ARM
processor is an MPCore arrangement with up to four Cortex-A57 processors active at
any time. Each A57 is configured with 48KB L1 instruction cache and 32KB L1 data
cache and has access to a shared 2MB L2 cache. As with other Cortex series processors,
each A57 also has an improved NEON instruction set with double, increased to 32,
the number of 128-bit registers. The Maxwell X1 GPU is composed of two streaming
multiprocessors (SM) each consisting of four processing blocks, each with its own instruction buffer, scheduler and 32 CUDA cores, for a total of 128 CUDA cores per SM
or 256 for the X1. Included in the GPU is support for IEEE floating-point 16-bit (FP16)
math and dynamic parallelism thanks to an update CUDA compute capability of 5.3.
The X1 has 4GB of DDR4 shared between the ARM A57 CPUs and the X1 GPU and
has a max clock rate of 1600MHz. Just as with the Jetson TK1 test setup, different
CPU clock rates and GPU clock rates are used for comparison.
9.1.3. Intel Edison/Atom x86 CPU. The Intel Atom is an ultra low-power ×86 processor
architecture mainly used in mobile and portable platforms. In this article, we conduct our study on the Intel’s Edison SoC platform containing the IA-32 Silvermont
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architecture in a low-power dual-core processor set. Each processor shares a 1MB L2
cache and support Intel’s Streaming SIMD Extension up to 4.2 and dual issue, out-oforder execution. The platform has 1GB of DDR3, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and 4GB eMMC.
The processors run at a fixed clock rate of 500MHz.
9.1.4. Arty Artix-7. To represent a full system implementation of the SPARCNet accelerator we chose the Digilent/Avnet Arty FPGA Evaluation Kit. We implemented both
an Xilinx MicroBlaze soft processor and the full SPARCNet accelerator, as described in
Section 8, in the FPGA fabric. The MicroBlaze is used to interface with the SPARCNet
through the AXI bus as the master. The Arty kit contains an Xilinx Artix-7 FPGA that
targets the low-power, lower-throughput designs. The specific FPGA is an Artix-7 35T
with 33,280 logic cells with 5,200 slices, 1800kb block RAM, and 90 DSP slices. The
board also houses 256MB of DDR3 SDRAM, a 10/100 Ethernet connection, and 16MB
of flash.
9.2. Implementation and Evaluation Setup

Each COTS device is tested and compared for the execution time for classification of
5,000 images. The base ML framework used is Torch release 7. Torch is a scientific
computing framework with wide support for machine-learning algorithms. It is built
on a scripting language, LuaJIT, that abstracts interfacing with support libraries such
as BLAS and CUDA. Each acceleration library (BLAS, CUDA) is specified at runtime
using the --type= flag. The valid flags used are nn, cudnn, and cunn.
The test performed on these four platforms is limited to the best-performing baseline
network. Of the previously described reduction methodologies in Section 6, only a subset of these are implemented on the COTS platforms. In particular, feature compression
partition and filter factorization are currently the only techniques natively supported.
Networks built through the pruning of filters are not supported by the cuDNN library
and thus not implemented. This same convolutional network is used in both the CPU
and GPU testing.
The CPU processors are tested utilizing two libraries, OpenMP and OpenBLAS,
both of which are native support libraries for Torch. OpenMP is a programming model
for shared memory architectures that quickly allows programs to scale to meet the
number of resources allocated to it. OpenBLAS is an open-source implementation of
the BLAS set of libraries targeting SIMD/NEON optimizations for different processors
sets. OpenBLAS is compiled on each platform from source and includes the reference
Fortran BLAS routines. The combination of the two libraries allows Torch to exploit a
single program multi-thread architecture and SIMD acceleration with no programmer
knowledge of the syntax.
Torch supports NVIDIA’s CUDA through the included cunn, Torch CUDA library,
and NVIDIA’s CUDA Deep Neural Network library, cuDNN. Use of the cunn library
requires only the base Torch install and NVIDIA’s base CUDA framework, while use
of NVIDIAs cuDNN library requires the download and building of the cudnn.torch
package and requires the laujit code to be modified to call the cuDNN torch package
explicitly. In this testing, the Jetson TK1 was limited to use of CUDA 6.5 and cuDNN
v2, whereas the Jetson TX1 uses CUDA 7.0 and cuDNN v4. This resulted in errors
when attempting to run the network using the cuDNN flag on the Jetson TK1. The
solution was to use the Torch’s cunn for the Jetson TK1. It should be noted that using
the cunn library on the Jetson TX1 resulted in a 10%–20% increase in execution time
compared to use of cuDNN v4 with Torch.
Each platform is evaluated for energy and power consumption by collecting the
current consumed at the board level. For the TK1, TX1, and Edison, the power consumption of the entire system was captured using a TI INA219 voltage and power IC
sampled by an Arduino Uno as shown in Figure 25. The active voltage, current, and
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Fig. 25. Experimental setup for the three platforms. From left to right, Jetson TK1 (similar to the TX1)
with INA219 power monitor, Intel Edison, and Digilent Arty Artix-7 FPGA.
Table III. Increasing the TX1 GPU Clock Frequency While Using a Constant ARM A57 CPU Clock
Speed of 403.2MHz Results in Negation of Processing Time Delta between GPU Speeds

power for the Xilinx Artix-7 35T is monitored using a Xilinx XADC core containing
12-bit, 1 megasamples per second (MSPS) analog-to-digital converter (ADC) with 17
configurable analog inputs. The particular FPGA boards utilized incorporate on-board
current sense resistors and amplifiers to measure the entire board voltage and current
as well as the chip voltage and current via 4 of these analog channels. The average
active current used in calculations for all platforms is the average current when the
platform is executing code.
The final part of the platform comparison is the throughput calculation. Since we are
specifically targeting real-time deployment, we restrict the batch size to 1. This is to
more accurately represent real-life conditions since data will typically be streaming in.
Restricting the batch size to 1 prevents platforms from exploiting parallelism across
input samples. The classification throughput is calculated in terms of images/second
and is found by averaging over 5,000 images.
9.3. COTS Evaluation and Comparison

Only a selection of the available clock speeds for the Jetson TK1 and Jetson TX1 are
presented for the CPU and the GPU. The selected speeds for the CPU show the linear
improvement in execution time while the GPU speeds selected represent the maximum
value where the improvement delta from the previous speed continues to be positive.
Values beyond this have execution times that are greater. This trend can be explained
due to the data management between the CPU and the GPU and the work size presented. Feed data too slowly and the GPU starves; feed data too quickly and the GPU
cannot keep up staying continuously busy. Depending on how the kernel is written,
all available CUDA cores may not be utilized during execution. This trend is illustrated in Table III and the affect of leveling and decline affects both Jetson platforms.
For this testing, the Jetson TK1 ARM A15 CPU cores are configured for 312MHz and
2302.5MHz with a GPU clock speed of 852MHz. The Jetson TX1’s ARM A57 cores
are configured for 403.2MHz and 1734MHz, with GPU clock speeds of 307.2MHz and
614.4MHz, respectively.
Figures 26 and 27 provide insight into the performance of the NVIDIA Jetson TK1
and NVIDIA Jetson TX1 relative to one another and a base reference. The base reference is the Jetson TK1 configured with 1 ARM A15 CPU core running at 312MHz
with an energy consumption of approximately 14,309J. Each bar represents a different
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Fig. 26. Comparison of TK1 ARM-A15 and TX1 ARM-A57 CPUs in terms of (a) energy savings, (b) execution
time improvement, and (c) throughput. Energy savings and execution time are relative to single core TK1 at
312MHz. In these experiments, the GPU is not used and therefore disabled.

Fig. 27. Comparison of TK1 K1 and TX1 X1 GPUs in terms of (a) energy savings, (b) execution time
improvement, and (c) throughput. Energy savings and execution time are relative to single-core TK1 at
312MHz.

configuration of active CPUs for either the TK1 or TX1. Figure 26 provides specific
results for CPU only, while Figure 27 provides results exploiting the GPU. Figure 26(a)
is the energy savings of adding multiple cores relative to the base. The best energy improvement over the base is 8.5× using the TK1 with dual cores clocked at 2,302.5MHz.
Similarly, Figure 27(a) shows the energy savings of using the GPU for classification.
The best energy improvement of all possible configurations is 33×, which is achieved
using the TX1 platform with the ARM A57 configured with dual cores at 403.2MHz
and the GPU clocked at 307.2MHz. Figures 26(b) and 27(b) demonstrate the ability
to decrease the execution time when moving from the reference single TK1 ARM A15
core to other configurations. The CPU configurations benefit first from increasing the
clock speed and then from enabling more cores. When only utilizing the CPU, the best
configuration is achieved with increasing number of active ARM A57 cores on the Jetson TX1 and setting the core speed to 1734MHz, providing an improvement of nearly
16×. For the GPU, the best possible configuration is to increase the number of cores to
two, which provides almost a 100× improvement.
Figures 26(c) and 27(c) compare the throughput of the base single core TK1 at
312MHz to differing configurations. The base configuration has a throughput of approximately 1 image/second; adding a second core increases this to almost 2 images/second.
By adding the GPU for processing, the throughput jumps to almost 5 images/second.
The best configuration of the TK1 is 42 images/second with quad cores at 2302.5MHz
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Table IV. Implementation Results of all Four Platforms in Terms of Throughput, Energy, Execution Time, and
Energy Efficiency. The TK1 Base Refers to Using a Single CPU Core Running at the Lowest Clock Freq. of
312MHz. The TK1 is Configured with a Quad Core CPU Running at 2302.5MHz and the K1 GPU Running at
852MHz. The TX1 is Configured with a Okquad core CPU Running at 1734MHz and the X1 GPU Running at
614.4MHz. For the SPARCNet We Include Both 32 PE and 64 PE Versions When Implemented
on Artix-7 Platform

1 Improvement

is in terms of energy efficiency

Table V. Comparison of the Proposed Work with Other Related Works When Targeting
Specific Convolutional Neural Network
The proposed accelerator is able to achieve better efficiency than all other accelerators. In addition, SPARCNet
has support for sparsification techniques and other layer operations, including batch normalization and pooling.

and using the GPU. The best configuration for both platforms is the TX1 ARM A57
configured with quad cores running at 1734MHz and the GPU active with 52 images/
second, an improvement of over 100 times.
Table IV shows the comparison between our implementation on different COTS
platforms and our SPARCNet architecture. Using the best results from each of the
COTS platforms and comparing the full implementation of the SPARCNet on the
Artix-7 with the Microblaze, the SPARCNet solution provides 7.5× improvement in
energy efficiency over the best-performing low-power GPU implementation, Jetson
TX1, and a 50× improvement over the baseline. In terms of pure energy requirement,
SPARCNet implementation requires 3.5× less compared the TX1 and 171× less than
the baseline. All of this is achieved while still improving throughput by 72× over the
baseline.
10. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING WORK

Table V shows a comparison of the proposed work with existing FPGA-based CNN
accelerator works when targeted for a particular convolutional neural network. As can
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be seen from the table, our proposed accelerator has a power consumption of 1.82W
and an energy efficiency of 17.46GOP/J, which outperforms the next best accelerators
[Zhang et al. 2015a; Qiu et al. 2016] by factors of 5.3× and 1.3×, respectively, while
targeting a power envelop under 2W. In addition, the proposed accelerator is capable
of performing batch normalization and pooling layer operations. Since the PEs operate
on separate feature channels, these additional operations can be applied in place without wasted transfer cycles. Furthermore, SPARCNet is able to take advantage of the
sparsification techniques, which can further improve efficiency over other accelerators.
11. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed contributions in two key enterprises to enable deploying
deep convolutional neural networks in real-time, embedded applications. In the first,
we established three sparsification techniques that enabled decreasing the dense connectivity often found at multiple levels in deep network architectures. The sparsification techniques include feature compression partition, structured filter pruning and
dynamic feature pruning. The main advantages of these techniques is that they are
simple and biologically inspired and are able to significantly reduce complexity with
minimal impact on performance during both training and inference. In addition, we explored filter factorization and filter quantization approximation techniques to further
reduce complexity. In the second contribution, we designed and implemented SPARCNet, a hardware accelerator for efficient deployment of sparse convolutional networks.
The accelerator enables deploying networks in resource-bound settings by exploiting
efficient forms of parallelism within convolutional layers and by also exploiting the
sparsification and approximation techniques. We applied the proposed contributions on
modern deep convolutional network architectures, containing millions of parameters,
when trained on the popular CIFAR dataset. By applying the reduction techniques,
we could achieve 60% and 93% reduction in computation and parameter memory with
less than 0.03% impact on accuracy when compared to the best-performing baseline
network with 93.47% accuracy. We then evaluated the SPARCNet accelerator when
running on a low-power Artix-7 FPGA platform. We demonstrated the ability to outperform embedded commercial-off-the-shelf platforms and existing FPGA-based CNN
accelerators. In particular, the proposed SPARCNet accelerator is able to obtain 11.8×
and 7.5× improvement in energy efficiency when compared to NVIDIAs embedded
TK1 and TX1 CPU+GPU SoC while maintaining a classification throughput of 72
images/second. When evaluated against a number of FPGA-based accelerators, SPARCNet is able to achieve improved energy efficiency while consuming less than 2W total
board power at 100MHz. Additionally, the accelerator provides built-in support for
the sparsification techniques and ability to perform in-place ReLU activation function,
max-pooling, and batch normalization.
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